On… Terrorism: Simple Cause — Simple Cure
by William W Morgan

Most of what we believe about our societal system and religions—whether we are Christians, Jews,
Muslims or something else—is false. Being basically
conservative, for thousands of years we have built on
a foundation of falsehoods. Until we are drowning in
a sea of them.
We read, accept and believe the history written by
those of our own cultural group. Accept the romantic
version. That of the visage of an Alexander or Napoleon. And forget the true version. That they were
serial killers who murdered millions, destroyed vast
amounts of property and the hopes and dreams of millions. The “legacy” of Napoleon is that he impoverished France and Europe for a century.
So that today we can say that we have never solved
even one of our basic societal problems. Rather, they
become ever-more endemic and intractable. History
and the daily news is the conformation of this.
“Modern” terrorism began 900 years ago. This
book tells you what started it. How we have added
greatly to it in less than fifty years. Who is “we”? The
same “we” that have ignored the pleas to implement
the simple solution. One that would have saved millions of lives in the last five years alone. Tens of millions of lives in the past century.
Curious, isn’t it? The Israelis are doing the same
thing to the Palestinians that the Nazis did to the Jews.
The only thing really missing from the concentration
camp known as “Palestine” are the ovens. And the
American supplied 250 pound bombs do a better job.
The tempeature is much higher than the Nazi ovens,
plus there is the explosive effect.
With whoever is the current Israeli prime minister
acting as the Reichsprotector of Palestine. As Reinhard Heydrich was the Nazi gauleiter of Czechoslovakia, so is the Israeli prime minister the gauleiter of
Palestine.
But perhaps it is more than curious? Maybe criminal? A “crime against humanity”? Genocide?
And what about those who have “aided, abetted
and concealed a crime” for decades? The American
and European politicians. Are they relieved of their
responsibilities and immune from prosecution because they represent a “democracy” rather than a dictatorship?
And although it is almost too late, the simple steps
we can take today to begin and end to terrorism and
vastly improve the lives of everyone on the planet.
Which, incidentally, will then allow us to overcome
the pending societal problems related to the effects of

Global Warming, Global Dimming and Global Dumbing.
And prevent us from becoming extinct as a specie. But
there is little time left…
You must read the book. We must implement the solution now.
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